CONDUIT EXPANSION JOINT

TREATMENT AT END OF BRIDGE

ELEVATION VIEW

TREATMENT AT END OF BRIDGE

ELEVATION VIEW

For Rail Types T1F, T2P, T5M, T66, C2P, and C1W, center junction box between posts. Additional reinforcing and concrete required for this rail modification is considered subsidiary to the rail. Do not locate junction box in the same bay as a drain slot in rail curb.

JUNCTION BOX LOCATION

Use these details as a guide in locating junction boxes in rail types not shown.

SHOWING T551, T552, AND T80HT

Junction box

Access face W' (Typ)

2" Dia conduit

SHOWING SSTR AND T80SS

Junction box

Access face W' (Typ)

2" Dia conduit

SHOWING T1F, T2P, T5M, T66, C2P, AND C1W CURB

Junction box

Access face W' (Typ)

2" Dia conduit
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